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New Linkages Between GIS and Combinatorial Optimization 
Erik Rolland1 and Rakesh Gupta2 
1 A. Gary Anderson Graduate School of Management, University of California, 
Riverside, CA 92521 
2 College of Business Administration, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 74078 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) derive some of their problem solving power from engaging 
combinatorial optimization algorithms to find real-time solutions to large and complex spatial location 
problems. Most of these problems are NP-complete, and as such are intractable by using closed-form or 
exact solution techniques. The developments of computationally efficient heuristic solution techniques that 
can address the special needs of GIS (large scale, real-time problems) are lagging behind the general 
developments in the GIS' functionality. This is evident by the few implementations of solution techniques 
to complex combinatorial problems that exist in current GIS, especially compared to the vast literature of 
solution techniques to these problems.  
On the other hand, the development of combinatorial optimization algorithms for spatial problems has for 
long been restricted by non-existing computerized tools for visualizing the problem data and its solutions. 
Particularly, when developing iterative search techniques, such as the recently popularized tabu search 
(Rolland, Pirkul & Glover, 1996) and genetic algorithms, proper visualization of the problem data and 
solutions can help determine the various parameter settings required for these solution techniques to be 
successful. Without visualization tools, the proper parameter settings may be impossible, and the solution 
technique may not work for certain problem instances.  
The dilemma here is that GIS itself holds the key to the visualization, and ultimately the successful solution 
of complex spatial optimization problems. Thus, the development of more powerful GISs relies on the use 
of GIS itself. We propose a solution to this dilemma, which can be implemented as a sub-system of a GIS. 
We present a general framework for an interactive, visual exploratory heuristic design system. The 
proposed system visualizes spatial optimization problems in several dimensions by giving a pictorial 
representation of the problem and its attributes, as well as of some problem parameters. By interacting with 
this GIS sub-system, the user can interactively communicate with the heuristic solution technique, modify 
the parameter setting, and study the effects on the problem in a visual manner.  
The contributions of this research are as follows: We introduce the use of GIS in algorithm design. This 
should ultimately lead to wider availability of efficient problem solving methods in GISs. Moreover, we 
wish to promote a view of problem solving in GIS that differs from the current view of the mathematical or 
heuristic methods as a "black box." We hope to sensitize both GIS users and developers, and researchers in 
optimization to the unrealized benefits of interactive use of optimization techniques with GIS.  
Linkages Between Optimization, DSS and GIS 
Combinatorial optimization (CO) research deals with solving mathematically intractable problems. Many 
CO problems are grounded in data with a geographic dimension (i.e., location/allocation). The past 
research focus has not been on visualizing the underlying problem, but rather on finding efficient solution 
methods. GIS, on the other hand, focus on the visualization of geographically based data, but with little 
focus on complex problem solving. As such, GIS and CO are at two extremes. Bridging the gap between 
these extremes lie some of the research in decision support systems (DSS). Current research and practice in 
decision support systems show that most DSS also place a high emphasis on problem solving rather than 
problem structure and visualization. An inherent feature of most DSSs is that they assume that the user has 
a fundamental knowledge of the problem and its dependencies. Thus, a user must first learn all the details 
of formulating and setting up a mathematical problem before utilizing such a system.  
Research in the fields of human perception suggests the importance of using a graphical system (such as 
GIS), to represent complex problems. Applications in management have been sufficiently motivated by the 
limited mathematical skills of managers (Bell et al., 1984, 1985, & 1991; Hurrion, 1986), and this can 
likely be generalized to GIS users. The current state of research suggests that a graphical representation of a 
complex system of equations representing a transportation network is easy to understand and manipulate 
(Pirkul et al., 1995).  
Past Research 
The recent impact and importance of graphical interfaces in optimization are underscored by the number of 
papers which appeared in a recent text on new developments in the interfaces of computer science and 
optimization (Balci, Sharda & Zenios, 1992). Several graphical network editors and optimizers were 
suggested in this volume (EDINET, Ogryczak et al., 1992; NETPAD, Dean et al., 1992; GIN, Steiger et al., 
1992). The importance of networks in modern day life has prompted extensive research in the fields of their 
representation and visualization. Becker et al. (1991) made an extensive examination of the utility of using 
computer graphics to represent large networks, such as the AT&T long distance network, and Anghern & 
Lüthi (1990) proposed network visualization in the context of DSS. Research in visual programming 
indicates that visualization can help enhancing users' understanding and remembering (Shu, 1989).  
The common premise of the above research is that the ability of the human mind to process complex 
problems with many variables is limited (Miller, 1956; Newell & Simon, 1972). A visual display of the 
problem, as typically found in GIS systems, improves human understanding immensely. This premise is the 
very basis of our own research efforts: to build a bridge between the designer of combinatorial optimization 
algorithms and the GIS visualization engine. We go beyond past research, and present a system that aids 
the optimization experts in visualizing a class of complex optimization problems, and assisting in algorithm 
design. The system is based on an interactive cognitive human-computer interface, with intrinsic 
knowledge of an optimization problem.  
Iterative Search & the P-Median Problem 
When a problem is intractable by general optimization techniques (such as linear programming), the only 
option may be developing a heuristic solution technique. The popularity of iterative heuristic solution 
techniques, such as genetic algorithms, tabu search, and simulated annealing, has soared. These heuristic 
search techniques are in demand particularly because they are assumption free, and their ability to find 
good solutions fast. These techniques also attempt to overcome the time and memory complexity of global 
brute force search (searching all possible solutions), and the weaknesses of local search (finding only a 
local optimal solution). However, the solution approaches all suffer from being data dependent, and having 
associated parameters that must be fine-tuned if they are to be successful.  
To illustrate our research, we will use the well-known p-median problem (PMP). The PMP is that of 
identifying p facility locations in order to minimize the total travel distance that demand must traverse to 
reach its nearest facility. Given the importance of this objective in many private and public sector 
problems, such as the locationing of fire-stations, and warehouse supply centers, the PMP has received 
considerable attention in the literature (Rolland, Schilling & Current, 1996).  
Tabu search (Glover, 1989 & 1990) is an iterative generate-and-test procedure which relies on short- and 
long-term memory structures, coupled with intensification and diversification strategies. The short term 
memory function is used by the intensification strategy, which aggressively searches a region of the 
solution space to find the best possible solution. Short term memory consists of a finite size list of 
forbidden moves (often termed a tabu list), and is used to determine if a move is allowed. A move here 
means adding or dropping a facility site from consideration in our solution. The diversification strategy, 
utilizing long term memory structures, is used to escape local optima and redirect the search to other 
regions. In a recent paper (Rolland et al., 1996), the PMP was solved using tabu search.  
The challenges in designing good tabu search algorithms lie in setting constructive parameters. That is, 
avoid cycling between problem states, and avoid building solutions around the same facility sites over and 
over, but at the same time find high-quality solutions. We need to find good setting for our tabu time 
(which measures for how many iterations a facility cannot be re-used), and to diversify the search so that 
we test all possible (or most) facility sites. These issues are difficult to analyze if the problem is not 
visualized. 
A Framework for Animated Interactive Optimization 
Figures 1-4 depict our proposed system. The system is engaged by invoking a tabu search heuristic solver 
(from a menu). The end-user can interactively observe the solution process in several dimension: The 
updated problem structure (top left) - facilities are solid circles, where (white) demand nodes are assigned 
to facilities with lines; The (historical) solution cost is shown in the convergence graph on the bottom right.  
 
Figure 1. A visualization system for tabu search 
The tabu times are listed in a dynamic table form (bottom left), and the frequencies of use of the potential 
facility sites are shown in the top-right graph. The bottom of the display holds the current solution value 
and the best solution found so far. For each iteration of the tabu search algorithms, the complete display is 
updated. By pressing the PAUSE button the user can change the maximum number of iterations, and the 
tabu length amidst a run (see fig. 4). Figures 2 and 3 show the system before and after engaging the tabu 
search algorithm, respectively. 
The basis display engine for the depicted system is the VisOpt software (Rolland & Gupta, 1992). This 
system was based on an interactive cognitive human-computer interface, designed to aid non-experts in 
solving complex optimization problems, by means of interactive, visual trial and error.  
 
Figure 2. The system before tabu search is engaged 
The results of using our proposed system in designing algorithms for complex GIS problems are obvious: 
we have a convenient tool to verify problem structures, as well as the solution procedure and solutions 
themselves (see fig. 3).  
 
Figure 3. The system after engaging tabu search 
Further, by allowing the user to interact with the graphical problem representation, s/he can build solutions 
from scratch or from a heuristic solution. From visualizing the history of solution values in the convergence 
graph, we can determine when it makes sense to stop the search (see figure 4). We can also detect when 
improvements are unlikely, and check if parameters are working well. Obviously, by observing the system 
in action, we can avoid cycling by setting proper parameters. We can visually check on which facility 
nodes are used, and which are used most often. It is clear from these figures that the system helps our 
cognition and understanding of the problem structure. Further, it is more intuitive than math notation (at 
least to the untrained).  
Our system was implemented in Borland Pascal to run under the Windows operating system. In limited 
tests with experienced researchers, the system helped guide the search for proper parameter settings (we 
found better settings for the tabu time for the P-Median problem), which resulted in the design of the best 
known heuristic for the p-median problem (Rolland et al., 1996).  
 
Figure 4. The system is interrupted by the user 
Summary and Conclusions 
In this paper we presented a general framework for an animated interactive, optimization design system. 
With the recent popularity of iterative search algorithms, there has been an emerging need for sound 
algorithm design and for finding decent parameter settings for these algorithms. Without proper 
visualization tools, such as a GIS system, the parameter settings and design might be difficult. However, 
current GIS systems are not yet developed towards being interactive problem solving tools; neither for the 
mathematically untrained user, nor for the algorithm designer. By enabling our framework within a GIS 
system, we have a superior tool for developing new and sound algorithms for solving many of the complex 
optimization problems encountered within a GIS system itself.  
A longer version of this article, containing references and appendixes, is available upon request from first 
author.  
 
